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Abstract

International investors can use foreign currency holdings to hedge the currency exposure

of their risky asset holdings, to hedge their exposure to inflation, to speculate on currency

movements, or to hold foreign currency as an asset based on its risk-return characteristics.

The optimal choice depends on exchange rate expectations and investor preferences, both of

which are unobservable. In order to get around this difficulty, Fischer Black proposed that

the exchange rate expectations used to select the optimal currency policy should be consistent

with equilibrium. From this he derived a result about the optimal amount of currency hedging,

which he called the universal hedge ratio. Other authors have pointed out that his result requires

several very strong assumptions, including all investors having the same risk aversion, equity

portfolios, and wealth.

Despite these objections, assuming equilibrium expected returns is a powerful tool in esti-

mating optimal currency positions for portfolios. The purpose of this paper is to use Black’s

basic approach, but incorporate more realistic assumptions. In particular I derive the optimal

currency portfolios for investors that differ in risk aversion, equity portfolios, and wealth, but

have equilibrium currency beliefs. The resulting currency portfolios can be estimated from ob-

servable parameters. I do this for a typical US investor. The optimal currency holding for a

typical US investor is to hold long positions in foreign currencies. This policy differs significantly

from other frequently advocated currency strategies. It may be viewed as a passive benchmark

against which other currency strategies could be evaluated.

Keywords: Currency hedging, equilibrium, passive management, equity portfolios, interna-

tional portfolios
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1 Introduction

One of the oldest debates in portfolio management concerns how to use currencies in international

portfolios. Solnik and MCleavey (2004) summarize various methods that are used in practice.

Recommendations include:

(A) no hedging of foreign risky asset positions,

(B) a "unitary" hedging strategy whereby foreign currency is sold short in amounts that match

the value of foreign asset holdings, and

(C) a "regression" or minimum variance strategy consisting of hedging the amount of foreign

currency implied by a regression of the risky asset portfolio return on currency returns.

Obviously these strategies cannot all be optimal. Also, they all have the shortcoming that they

focus only on the hedging of currency risk and do not consider the impact of the currency strategy

on expected returns.

To incorporate expected returns as well as risk, various optimization methods have been ad-

vocated. Most of these approaches are to some degree based on the original insights provided by

Solnik (1974), Sercu (1980), and Adler and Dumas (1983). These treat currencies as assets, rather

than simply hedging instruments. However, these methods typically require estimation of expected

returns combined with an assumption about risk preferences. Black and Litterman (1992) sum-

marize the problems with estimating expected returns, and Larsen and Resnick (2000) show that

such methods often underperform simple strategies. Comparisons of the performance of different

approaches can be found in Glen and Jorion (1993) and Larsen and Resnick (2000).

To overcome the problem of estimating expected returns Black developed a third approach,

which assumes that expected currency returns are in equilibrium (Black (1989) (1990a)). Using

strong assumptions he derived a single optimal currency hedging policy that applies to all investors.

The generality of Black’s approach has been questioned by Adler and Solnik (1990), Adler and

Prasad (1992), and Jorion and Khoury (1996). They pointed out a major shortcoming of Black’s

analysis: it assumes that investors have equal risk tolerance, equal wealth, and all hold the world

portfolio of risky assets. The last of these ignores the strongest empirical regularity in international

finance: the home bias in equity portfolios (Cooper and Kaplanis (1986)). Responding to these

criticisms, Black summarized the benefit of his approach in the following way (Black (1990b)):
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"Adler and Solnik also discuss what happens when the assumptions in the papers are not

satisfied in the world. As they say the results may change. But how? They suggest using a

different method to figure the amounts to hedge, based on ’client preferences’, among other things.

In this published work, they seem also to base their suggested hedge ratios on expected returns for

individual markets and currency pairs. I don’t know of any reliable way to estimate these expected

returns, so I doubt that their method is any more practical than mine."

Despite the limitations of the particular assumptions used by Black, his insight that the default

assumption should be that expected returns are in equilibrium remains powerful. This approach

is standard when considering the benchmark passive equity portfolio strategy, since it underlies

the assumption that an investor should hold the market portfolio, the most commonly used pas-

sive benchmark. For instance, it forms the basis of the Black and Litterman (1992) approach to

international portfolio selection. Assuming equilibrium expected returns can similarly determine

the passive benchmark for an optimal currency strategy. It selects the currency portfolio with the

optimal combination of risk and return, on the assumption that expected returns are set to be

non-speculative. However, the highly restrictive assumptions made by Black limit the applicability

of his currency hedging recommendation because it does not reflect the actual characteristics of

investors and equity portfolios.

In this paper I extend the Black analysis to answer a simple question: What is the optimal

currency policy for an international investor with an equity portfolio that deviates from the world

market portfolio, but who holds equilibrium beliefs about currency expected returns? Calculation

of this currency portfolio does not require estimation of expected currency returns or investor

risk aversion. Expected currency returns are implied from the assumption of equilibrium and

are incorporated into the currency strategy via observable parameters. Investor risk aversion is

implied from the amount of risky assets held by the investor relative to his wealth. Thus the

optimal currency portfolio can be estimated from observable parameters. Investors may choose not

to pursue this policy if they have speculative currency beliefs, but then it gives a viable passive

benchmark against which to judge their actual currency policies.

The policy looks significantly different to most of the currency policies discussed above. First,

although it has a regression component this is not given by the regression coefficients of the risky

asset portfolio holdings as the standard regression method says. Instead, it reflects only the home

bias in the investor’s risky asset portfolio. For a typical US investor this portfolio is short foreign

equities. The optimal currency policy is to make up for the deficiency in foreign equity holdings
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by holding foreign currencies. Second, it has an inflation hedging component. However this has

nothing to do with the investor trying to hedge his own rate of inflation. There is no point in holding

foreign currencies to try to hedge domestic inflation. Rather the inflation hedging component of an

optimal passive currency strategy is to supply the foreign currency required by foreigners to hedge

their own inflation. This is the motive emphasized by Black. These two motives, regression and

inflation hedging tend to go in opposite directions. The regression motive leads to long positions

in foreign currencies, the inflation hedging motive to short positions. For a typical US investor the

regression motive dominates, so that the optimal passive currency overlay strategy should be long

foreign currencies, the motivation being to make up for the deficiency in foreign exposure in the

home biased equity portfolio.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section I develop the analysis as an application

of the general optimal currency hedging result in Adler and Prasad (1992). I incorporate realistic

assumptions that make the determinants of optimal passive currency holdings observable. In the

following section I estimate the optimal passive currency holdings for a typical US investor using

the long term data set of Dimson et al (2006). Then I discuss the relationship between my results,

the Black results, and other recommendations on currency hedging.

2 Optimal currency hedging with equilibrium beliefs

In this section I state the main result concerning the optimal currency holdings of an investor with

a given equity portfolio who has equilibrium expectations for currency returns. The derivation is

given in the Appendix. I start from the general expression given by Adler and Prasad (1992) for

the optimal risky asset and currency portfolio of an international investor. They solve for optimal

risky asset and currency holdings as functions of expected returns and covariances of risky assets

and currencies. These are measured in terms of a numeraire currency. The optimal holdings do not

depend on the choice of numeraire (see Solnik (1974), Sercu (1980), or Adler and Dumas (1983)).

Therefore, I use the currency of the investor I focus on (called investor i) as the numeraire. I

derive currency holdings conditional on the optimal risky asset portfolio, which has already been

determined. The risky asset portfolio reflects the expectations and preferences of the investor and

is assumed to be optimal, given those beliefs.1. It is not necessary to know the individual risky

1Although the determination of the optimal risky asset portfolio and the optimal currency portfolio are solved

simultaneously in the optimization problem in Adler and Prasad, I assume that the problem is, in practice, dealt

with sequentially, with the risky asset portfolio being chosen first.
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asset holdings in order to derive the optimal currency hedging strategy. Therefore I treat the risky

asset portfolio as a single asset, P.

Unlike Black, I assume that different investors have different risk preferences, different wealth

levels, and hold different risky asset portfolios. The difference in risky asset portfolios could be

caused by different expectations about the net returns they will receive from risky assets, or dif-

ferent consumption deflators. For instance, portfolios could reflect a home bias. The home bias

literature gives various explanations for the observed tendency of investors to concentrate their

holdings of risky assets in domestic investments, including the effects of costs and information. For

determining currency holdings, the source of the difference in portfolios does not matter as long

as the expectations of each investors are optimal given their beliefs and opportunity set. I assume

that any differences in investor opportunity sets, expectations or characteristics are captured in the

actual risky asset portfolios they hold. To deal with differences in risky asset portfolios, I simply

take the observable risky asset portfolio of each investor and use its characteristics as inputs to the

investor’s optimal currency choice.

I assume that currency markets are efficient, in the sense that no investor has privileged access

to information or privileged trading costs. Therefore, all investors have the same expected returns

for currencies. I eliminate this common currency expectation by an aggregation condition similar

to that used by Black. I make the following assumptions, which are discussed in more detail in the

Appendix:

Assumption 1 : All investors have the same currency expectations (justified above).

Assumption 2 : The net supply of currencies to portfolio investors is X. The non-zero supply

of currencies to portfolio investors might arise, for instance, from a demand from agents such as

central banks that are not primarily motivated by portfolio returns. This is exogenous. In the

empirical section I assume that X is zero.

Assumption 3 : Equities do not hedge consumption risk. This is justified by the empirical fact

that equities do not hedge inflation (Cooper and Kaplanis (1994)).2

Assumption 4 : The reward-to-risk ratio on every investor’s risky asset portfolio is equal to a

constant, K. This assumes that differences between investors in the proportion of wealth held in

risky assets are due to different risk preferences, not different abilities in forecasting risk-adjusted

returns or selecting risky assets.

2This is sometimes confused with the fact that equities earn a risk premium, so they may be the best long-run

asset to hold in order to provide a real return.
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Assumption 5 : World inflation has the same covariances with currencies whether it is weighted

by wealth or market value. Although this may not actually be the case, it is likely to be a close

approximation. There is no reasonable empirical basis on which to estimate the difference between

the two sets of regression coefficients.

Given these assumptions, the Appendix shows that the optimal currency holding of investor i

is:

xiC = (x
i
P/x

W
P )X/W − xiP (β

i
− βW ) + (1− xiP /K)b

i
Cπ + ((x

i
P /K)− (x

i
P /x

W
P ))b

W
Cπ (1)

Where:

xWP = ΣwixiP (2)

bWCπ = Σw
ibiCπ (3)

xiC is the vector of the proportions of the investor’s wealth in each of the non-numeraire cur-

rencies.

xiP is the proportion of the investor’s wealth in her risky asset portfolio.

wi is the wealth of investor i as a proportion of the total wealth of portfolio investors.

W is the total wealth of portfolio investors.

βi is the vector of coefficients resulting from regressing the excess return on the investor’s risky

asset portfolio on the non-numeraire currency excess returns.

βV is the vector of coefficients resulting from regressing the excess return on the world risky

asset portfolio on the non-numeraire currency excess returns.

biCπ is the vector of coefficients resulting from a regression of the returns to the investor’s

consumption deflator on the non-numeraire currency excess returns.

The holding in the numeraire currency is determined as a residual. In most of the empirical

analysis I make a further assumption, which simplifies the currency portfolio even further:

Assumption 6 : There is no demand to hold foreign currencies to hedge domestic inflation. This

is motivated by the empirical fact that domestic inflation is best hedged by holding domestic bills.

xiC = x
i
P [(1/x

W
P )X/W − (βi − βV ) + ((1/xWP )− (1/K))b

W
Cπ] (4)
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The currency portfolio has three components. The first component is the investor’s share of

the net supply of currencies from non-portfolio holders of currencies. This is scaled by the risk

tolerance of the investor relative to world risk tolerance, which is revealed by the proportion that

she holds in risky assets. The investor should supply currencies to investors who are not motivated

by portfolio optimization. She should participate in this supply to a degree that depends on her

wealth and her risk tolerance, measured by xiP /x
W
P . I do not discuss this component of currency

portfolios further, but it could be a substantial part of the optimal holdings of reserve currencies

such as the US Dollar.

The second component of currency demand is a regression hedge of the currency exposure in

the investor’s risky asset portfolio. However, the portfolio which is hedged is not the investor’s

actual portfolio of risky assets. To see why this is the case, consider an investor who holds the

world risky asset portfolio. This investor should not try to hedge the currency risk of her risky asset

portfolio because she would simply be competing with all the other investors trying to do the same

thing. Instead, the portfolio which should be hedged is the deviation of the investor’s risky asset

portfolio from the world portfolio of risky assets. For a typical home-biased investor this portfolio

will be long the domestic risky asset but short foreign risky assets because of the underweighting

of those markets in the investor’s portfolio relative to the world market portfolio. As I show below,

this leads to very different currency portfolios than standard recommendations regarding currency

hedging. In particular, it leads to long holdings of foreign currencies which are held as substitutes

for foreign equities.

The third part of the currency portfolio reflects inflation hedging. However, it does not reflect

the investor’s own inflation hedging, for which foreign currencies are a very poor hedge. Rather it

reflects the desire of foreign investors to hedge their own inflation rates.

3 Estimation of optimal currency holdings US investors with equi-

librium beliefs

To illustrate the application of the procedure, I estimate the currency portfolio given by (4) for a

typical US investor. I assume that the risky asset portfolio is the equity portfolio of the aggregate

US investor given in Ahearne, Griever, and Warnock (2004). This is shown in Table 1. I estimate

the covariances of equity returns, inflation rates, and currency returns using annual data for six-

teen developed countries in the period 1900-2005. The data are described in Dimson, Marsh and
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Staunton (2006). These countries cover 96% of the US investor’s portfolio and 87% of the world

market portfolio, as shown in Table 1. I scale the holdings of the countries covered by the returns

data so that they sum to 100% of the portfolio. I use the US Dollar as my numeraire currency

throughout, so all returns are measured in US dollars.3

The optimal currency position is the sum of the three components of (4). The first of these

is the supply of currencies from investors that are not motivated by portfolio concerns. I do

not estimate this part of the portfolio. The other components of the optimal currency position

involve covariances between currencies, equity returns, and inflation. Table 2 shows the correlations

between equity returns on the US investor’s portfolio, equity returns on the world portfolio, and US

and world inflation. The correlations between equity returns and inflation are all either insignificant

or negative, justifying Assumption 3 above, that equities do not hedge inflation risk.

Table 3 shows the correlations between the returns on these equity portfolios and inflation rates

and currency returns. The returns to the US investor’s portfolio are, on average, weakly positively

correlated with foreign currency returns. Returns to the world portfolio are more strongly positively

correlated with currency returns, indicating that when foreign equity markets do well so do foreign

currencies, on average. The equity portfolio that enters (4) is the home bias portfolio. This has a

negative correlation with returns to foreign currencies, as shown by the third column of numbers

in Table 3. The US inflation rate has a low negative correlation with foreign currencies, but world

inflation has a strong positive correlation.

Table 4 gives estimates of the regression demand arising from holdings of equities. The regression

coefficients are shown in the first three columns of numbers. The final two columns gives the demand

from standard regression hedging and from equilibrium hedging. The standard regression hedge

shows that, on average, a short position in foreign currencies should be held if regression hedging

is the motive and equilibrium considerations are ignored. Foreign currency returns are positively

correlated with the returns of the equity portfolio held by the US investor, so shorting foreign

currencies reduces risk. This is the correct recommendation if there is no risk premium on foreign

currencies, so that hedging in this way costs nothing in terms of expected return. However, as the

second column of numbers in Table 4 indicates, non-US investors also have a strong motive to short

these same currencies, as indicated by the coefficients of the regression of the world portfolio. The

final column of the table shows the regression demand of the US investor once the effect of other

investors on equilibrium returns is included. This is, on average, a long position in non-Dollar

3The results given in the paper are similar for the post-war period 1951-2005.
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currencies. She should be long foreign currencies because her portfolio is underweight foreign

equities relative to the world portfolio. The regression demand to short a currency should come

from investors that are overweight the equity market that has a strong correlation with the currency

return. An investor, such as the US investor, that is underweight these foreign markets should buy

the currency from investors who are overweight those markets and wish to short the currency to

hedge their risky asset portfolios. Therefore, in equilibrium, the US investor should hold positive

amounts of foreign currencies, based on the regression demand from her equity portfolio. In other

words, the regression motivation for hedging should be an asset allocation decision, rather than a

hedging decision.

The other components of (13) arise from inflation hedging. Just as with the regression demand,

there are two parts to this. One is the demand from the US investor to hedge her own inflation.

The other is the demand from other investors to hedge world inflation. Table 5 shows these two

components in its final two columns. The demand from the US investor to hold foreign currencies

to hedge her own inflation is, on average, very small or negligible. However, the demand from the

rest of the world to hold non-US currencies to hedge their own inflation is substantial. As shown in

Table 3, foreign currencies are positively correlated with world inflation, giving rise to significant

inflation hedging demand from foreign investors for these currencies. The US investor should sell

short these foreign currencies in order to satisfy this demand.

These results are intuitive, in the sense that the currency that the US investor should hold

to hedge US inflation is the US Dollar. The interest rate on this currency will change to reflect

changes in US inflation, whereas the returns on other currencies will not. From that perspective, the

significant coefficients for Italy, the UK and Japan in the regressions for US inflation are unlikely to

be reliable indicators of future relationships between US inflation and these currencies. The more

reliable indicator is that the total foreign currency position associated with hedging US inflation

is zero in both the entire period and in the post-war period. The large currency position resulting

from world inflation hedging demand is also simple to interpret. Non-US investors want to hold

their domestic currencies to hedge their inflation. Therefore, the US investor should participate

in supplying these deposits by shorting foreign currencies. Both theoretical arguments and the

empirical data say that foreign currency holdings should not be motivated by a desire of the US

investor to hedge US inflation

Table 6 shows the overall currency position resulting from combining the regression and inflation-

hedging components of the optimal currency portfolio. I assume a reward-to-variance ratio,K, equal
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to 2.5, and that risky assets are equal to global wealth, so xWP = 1.4 The estimates of the regression

and inflation-hedging demands are those given in Tables 4 and 5. The two motives, regression de-

mand from the home bias and supplying currencies to foreign investors for their inflation hedging,

go in opposite directions. The former leads to long foreign currency positions, on average. The

latter leads to short positions. Using the historical covariances from the 1900-2005 period, and the

other assumptions given above, the first of these motives dominates. The optimal currency position

is to be long foreign currencies. Currencies are assets that improve the risk-return characteristics

of the risky asset portfolio, given equilibrium return expectations.

The result that the regression motive dominates the inflation hedging motive in this case is

specific to the US investor. In general, the relative size of these two parts of the optimal equilibrium

currency portfolio will depend on the extent of the home bias. Investors with a large home bias like

the US investor should be net long of foreign currency in order to benefit from the diversification

provided by foreign currencies held as assets. Investors with little or no home bias in their risky

asset portfolio should be net short foreign currencies in order to benefit from the high expected

returns generated by the demand for hedging from foreign investors.

4 Relationship to the Black result

Black analyzes a special case of (30). In his analysis, the net supply of currencies from non-portfolio

investors is zero, so the first component of the currency portfolio disappears. Also, all investors

hold the same portfolios of risky assets and there is no home bias, so the second component is also

zero. He assumes that investors preferences are defined in nominal terms, so that each national

consensus investor’s consumption deflator is their own nominal currency. In that case, the return

to investor i’s consumption deflator is the same as the return to their currency. For the US investor,

this means that biCπ is a vector all of whose elements are zero. Since the US dollar is a perfect

hedge against US inflation, there is no inflation hedging demand for other currencies. Equation (4)

then simplifies to:

(xiC/x
i
P ) = ((1/K)− (1/x

W
P ))b

W
Cπ (5)

Apart from the holding of their domestic currency, the vector of currency holdings divided by

the risky asset holding is now the same for all investors. If investors have equal wealth, the result

4The average historical excess return on the global portfolio is 8.0% per annum, and its standard deviation is

17.9% per annum. Using these gives a value of K equal to 2.49.
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simplifies even further. This type of result is what Black calls the universal hedge ratio. Adler and

Prasad (1992) show the general conditions under which results of this type are true, and derive a

number of universal hedge ratios based on different sets of assumptions.5

5 Relationship to other results

There are many other ways of analyzing optimal currency holdings. Apart from Black’s results,

the closest approach to this paper is the general analysis of optimal currency hedging, assuming

equilibrium, in papers like Adler and Dumas (1983), Adler and Prasad (1992). For instance,

Adler and Dumas show the optimal currency holdings of an investor who has equilibrium currency

expectations and holds the world equity portfolio. The approach is also closely related to the

Black and Litterman (1992) method of forming international portfolios. A practical application

of a related approach is described in Winkelmann (2003). Rather than build predictive models

of expected currency returns, this backs out the implied equilibrium returns that would justify

a particular currency strategy in combination with a particular risky asset portfolio. A similar

approach is proposed in Bailey, Ng and Stulz (1992). Other papers focus on particular aspects of

the optimal currency problem. Some, are concerned only with the impact of currency holdings on

risk, ignoring their effect on expected returns. A recent example is Campbell et al (2010). Froot

(1993) examines whether strategies based on short-run covariances are optimal in the long-run and

Larsen and Resnick (2000) test models that allow for parameter uncertainty.

Other practical approaches are more ad hoc. One interesting observation is that unhedged

foreign equities have a level of risk only slightly greater than hedged foreign equities. Table 7,

from Dimson et al (2006) shows standard deviations of excess returns in local currency (i.e. fully

hedged) and in US Dollars for the equity markets examined in this paper.6 The local currency

returns of the foreign equity markets are the returns a US investor would get if she held a long

position in the foreign equity combined with an equal value short position in the foreign currency.

The table shows that the standard deviations of the hedged foreign equity returns are almost as

large as those of the unhedged Dollar returns. This fact is sometimes taken as an indication that

5Black’s derivation is in a different form to the standard approach in Adler and Prasad. Black works in a different

currency for each investor. Thus his aggregation conditions look different to those in this paper, because he has to

include the effect of switching currencies when he aggregates expected returns and covariances from the perspectives

of different investors.
6 I omit the returns for 1922 and 1923 for Germany, as do Dimson et al in the statistics they calculate.
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the foreign exchange risk of foreign equities need not be hedged. However, this approach does not

capture the portfolio and equilibrium considerations analysed in this paper. It may be relevant if

the holdings of foreign equities are considered alone in a delegated portfolio management setting,

but is is only indirectly relevant to the strategic currency position of the portfolio.

6 Conclusions

In this paper I have examined the optimal currency hedging policy for international investors with

equilibrium beliefs about currency expected returns. This extends the special case analyzed by

Black (1990a),who assumed that all investors are identical apart from nationality. Alternatively, it

may be considered a special case of the analysis in Adler and Prasad (1992), using assumptions that

make it possible to practically implement the policy. The policy has three components: regression

demand, inflation hedging demand, and the investor’s share of the demand or supply of currencies

required by non-portfolio investors such as central banks. The characteristics of the investor that

matter are her risky asset portfolio, inflation exposure, and risk aversion. I take the size of her

risky asset portfolio relative to her wealth as given and this reveals her risk aversion, making the

optimal currency position easy to estimate.

Using equilibrium currency expectations means that an investor’s demand for currencies is

determined by her difference from the average investor. The results are very different to standard

currency recommendations. For instance, standard recommendations are to hedge completely, not

hedge at all, or hedge based on the coefficients that result from a regression of the portfolio return

on currency returns. In contrast, the optimal hedge with equilibrium currency expectations is to

hedge the deviation of the investor’s risky asset portfolio from the world market portfolio, that is the

home bias portfolio. This component of the optimal currency position is measured by a regression

of the return to the home bias in the risky asset portfolio on currency returns. As an example,

the typical US equity portfolio contains about ten percent of foreign equities. Standard regression

hedging implies short positions in foreign currencies to eliminate the inherent currency risk of

these positions. Home bias regression hedging implies long positions in foreign currencies. Because

the typical US equity portfolio is heavily underweight foreign equities, foreign currency holdings

represent a transactionally cheap way of obtaining exposure to the foreign countries that are under-

represented in the equity portfolio. Thus the optimal regression demand with equilibrium beliefs

is very different to any of the standard recommendations about hedging the risky asset portfolio.
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The second component is inflation hedging. The inflation demand for foreign currency arises

not from the US investor, who should hold the US Dollar to hedge her inflation risk, but from

foreigners. The equilibrium inflation hedging demand is measured by regressing world inflation

against currency returns. The resulting demand for the US investor is to be short foreign currencies

in order to supply these to foreign investors who require them to hedge their consumption.

Hence the regression demand is to be long foreign currencies and the hedging demand is to be

short foreign currencies. Calculation of these portfolios does not require estimation of expected

currency returns or investor risk aversion. The former is implicit in the assumption of equilibrium;

the latter is inferred from the amount of risky assets held by the investor. Thus, the resulting

currency portfolios can be estimated from observable parameters. I do this for a typical US investor

using data for developed equity markets for the last hundred years. For the US using data for 1900-

2005 the regression demand dominates. So a typical US investor should hold net long positions in

foreign currencies.

The final component of the equilibrium currency position is the investor’s share of the demand

or supply of currencies required by non-portfolio investors such as central banks, which I have not

estimated.

This portfolio may be viewed as a passive benchmark against which other currency strategies

can be evaluated. The policy looks significantly different to many of the other currency hedging

policies which have been proposed. Investors may choose not to pursue this policy if they have

speculative currency beliefs, but even then it may provide an appropriate passive benchmark against

which to judge their actual hedging policies.
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8 Appendix

In this Appendix I derive the optimal currency holdings of an investor with a given equity portfolio

who has equilibrium expectations about currency returns. I start from the general expression for

the optimal portfolio of an international investor given by Adler and Prasad (1992). They solve for

optimal risky asset and currency holdings as functions of expected returns and covariances of risky

assets and currencies. All returns are measured in terms of a numeraire currency I assume that the

optimal risky asset portfolio has already been determined, given the expectations and preferences

of the particular investor we are considering. Therefore we may treat the risky asset portfolio as a

single asset, P. Given this, Adler and Prasad’s optimality condition simplifies to:7



 xP

xC



 = θ



 y1P

y1
C



+ (1− θ)



 y2P

y2
C



 (6)

y1P = (mP − β
′mC)/s

2 (7)

y2P = (σPπ − β
′σCπ)/s

2 (8)

7This omits the hedging demand that arises from a changing opportunity set. I assume that this is second-order

relative to the more direct motives for hedging.
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y1
C
= −y1Pβ +Ω

−1

CCmC (9)

y2
C
= −y2Pβ +Ω

−1

CCσCπ (10)

Where:

xP is the proportion of the investor’s wealth in her risky asset portfolio.

xC is the vector of the proportions of wealth in each of L non-numeraire currencies.

θ is the investor’s risk tolerance coefficient.

mP is the expected excess return on the risky asset portfolio.

β is the vector of coefficients resulting from regressing the excess return on the risky asset

portfolio on the L currency excess returns.

s2 is the variance of the residual from this regression.

mC is the vector of expected excess returns on the L currencies.

ΩCC is the covariance matrix of the L currency excess returns.

σPπ is the covariance between the excess return on the equity portfolio and the return on the

investor’s consumption deflator, π.

σCπ is the vector of covariances between the excess returns on the L currencies and the return

on the investor’s consumption deflator.

The holding in the numeraire currency is determined as a residual, given the currency and risky

asset holdings.

The risky asset and currency portfolios of individual investors differ because they have different

expectations, mP and mC , or different risk preferences, θ,or a different consumption bundle de-

nominated by π. For instance, their risky asset portfolios may exhibit home bias because they have

different expectations of the net returns from equities. Given the investor’s risky asset portfolio,

her optimal currency holdings, xC , are given by:

xC = −xPβ + (1− θ)Ω
−1

CCσCπ + θΩ
−1

CCmC (11)

I define the vector of coefficients resulting from a regression of the returns to the investor’s

consumption deflator on the currency excess returns:

bCπ = Ω
−1

CCσCπ (12)
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With this substitution, the optimal currency holdings are given by:

xC = −xPβ + (1− θ)bCπ + θΩ
−1

CCmC (13)

The first term in (13) is the amount of currency required to fully hedge the currency risk

inherent in the risky asset portfolio. This part of the currency portfolio can be measured by

running a regression of the risky asset portfolio return on the currency returns and scaling the

coefficients by the size of the risky asset portfolio. This is sometimes called the regression method

of currency hedging.

The second component of (13) is the portfolio of currencies that hedges the investor’s inflation

risk, an inflation hedging demand. This demand does not depend on the risky asset portfolio. It

reflects the way that currencies can be used to hedge the exposure to inflation risk of the entire

wealth of the investor. However, it is affected by the level of risk aversion because the covariance

between the currency return and the rate of inflation is a component of the expected real return

on the currency, as discussed below.

The final component of (13) is a speculative component that depends on expectations about

currency returns. In equilibrium this cannot be separated from the first two components, for the

following reason. Suppose there is no inflation hedging demand. Also assume, as Black does, that

all investors hold the same equity portfolio. Then all would have the same regression demand for

currencies. The currency markets must clear, so these demands could not all be fulfilled simulta-

neously. Therefore, expected currency returns would have to be at a level where the total of the

speculative demand and the regression demand is in equilibrium. Hence the regression and specu-

lative demands for currency are not separable, and policy recommendations that focus on only one

of these elements are incomplete. A similar argument applies to the inflation hedging component

of demand.

In (13), the covariance between inflation and currency returns plays a double role. This can be

seen by rewriting (13) as:

xC = −xPβ + bCπ + θΩ
−1

CC(mC − σCπ) (14)

The second term is now the unscaled vector of regression coefficients of inflation returns on currency

returns. The final term, the speculative demand, is now based on expected nominal currency excess

returns adjusted for the covariance between currencies and inflation, which is a component of the
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expected real return of the currency portfolio.8

In summary, the optimal currency holdings depend, through xP and β, on the characteristics

of the risky asset portfolio. They also depend, through mC and ΩCC , on expected returns and risk

of currencies. The other determinants, θ and σCπ, are preferences about risk and consumption.

The dependence on the expected returns and covariances of the risky assets comes only through

xP , the proportion of wealth held in risky assets, and β, the quantity of currency required to hedge

the currency risk inherent in the risky asset portfolio. In what follows, I assume that the risky

asset proportion, xP , and the covariance parameters, β, ΩCC , and σCπ, are observable. The other

determinants of the optimal currency holdings are the unobservable currency expectations, mC ,

and the unobservable preference parameter θ. One way to deal with these is to estimate them

directly. Unfortunately, there is no reliable way to do this, the difficulty referred to by Black in

the quotation at the start of this paper. The alternative that Black advocated is to assume that

investors have identical expectations about currencies, and work out the optimal currency holdings,

given this equilibrium assumption. This is the approach I now follow.

The unobservable parameters are the expected currency returns, mC , and the preference para-

meter θ. I assume that currency markets are efficient, in the sense that no investor has privileged

access to information or privileged trading costs. Therefore, all investors have the same expected

returns for currencies. I eliminate this common currency expectation by an aggregation condition

and the assumption of equilibrium. I eliminate the risk preference parameter by the investor’s

revealed preference as embodied in the proportion of risky assets she has chosen.

I index investors by i. I assume that all investors share the same beliefs about currency returns:

Assumption 1 : All investors have the same expectations about currency returns and covariances:

mC , ΩCC .

Assumption 2 : The net supply of currencies to portfolio investors is X.

I define the world wealth-weighted parameters xWP , θW by:

xWP = ΣwixiP (15)

θW = Σwiθi (16)

8The covariance of inflation and the currency return appears in the expected real currency return as a result of

dividing the nominal wealth relative by the inflation index return.
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Where wi is the wealth of investor i as a proportion of the total wealth of portfolio investors. I

define weights proportional to the risky asset holdings of investors by:

vi = wixiP /x
W
P (17)

Averages that are weighted wi are superscipted with W , and those weighted by vi with V . For

instance, the beta of the world market portfolio of risky assets is given by:

βV = Σviβi (18)

βV is the vector of coefficients from a regression of the returns from the world portfolio of risky

assets on returns from currencies.

The aggregation conditions are:

ΣwixiC = X/W (19)

Σwi = Σvi = 1 (20)

where W is the total wealth of portfolio investors. Rearranging (13) and indexing for the

individual investor gives:

θiΩ−1CCmC = x
i
C + x

i
Pβ

i
− (1− θi)biCπ (21)

Aggregating using (19) gives:

θWΩ−1CCmC = X/W + xWP β
V
−Σwi(1− θi)biCπ (22)

This says that expected returns to currencies depend on world risk tolerance, covariances among

currencies, the total supply of currencies to portfolio investors, their systematic risks with respect

to the world portfolio of risky assets, and their covariances with consumption deflators.

I now insert the equilibrium currency expectations into the expression for the optimal currency

portfolio. Substituting (22) in (21) gives:

xiC = (θ
i/θW )X/W −

[
xiPβ

i
− (θi/θW )xWP β

V
]
+ [(1− θi)biCπ − (θ

i/θW )Σwj(1− θj)bjCπ] (23)
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The optimal currency holding for an investor with equilibrium currency beliefs consists of three

parts. The first part is the investor’s share of the supply of currencies provided by non-portfolio

investors. The investor absorbs this supply in proportion to her risk tolerance.

The second part is a regression demand. Part of this is the coefficients of regression of returns

from the investor’s risky asset portfolio on currency returns. The other part is the world demand for

currencies arising from hedging of the world risky asset portfolio. To understand this second part

of regression demand, consider an investor that holds the world market portfolio of risky assets. It

might appear that this investor should have a regression demand for currency holdings. However,

suppose that the investor demands currencies in proportion to the regression coefficients βV . At

the same time the aggregate of all other investors will also be demanding currencies in exactly

the same proportions. There will be no way that these demands can be met simultaneously, so

the only equilibrium will be one where the expected returns on the currencies are set at a level

that eliminates this demand. Only investors who are more risk averse than average should demand

regression hedging in this case. As a result, the regression component of the demand for currencies

in (23) is based on the deviations of the investor’s portfolio from the world risky asset portfolio and

her risk tolerance.

The third component of the optimal currency portfolio similarly has two parts. The first is the

hedging of the investor’s commodity price deflator. As with the regression demand, the second part

reflects world inflation hedging demand and risk preferences. The logic for this is the same as for

the regression component of the optimal currency portfolio.

The unobservable parts of (23) are investor and world risk tolerance parameters, and the ag-

gregate supply of currency to portfolio investors. The latter should be estimated from institutional

information about, for instance, the holdings of currencies as reserve assets by central banks. I do

not address this issue here. To make risk preferences observable, I now make assumptions that are

realistic approximations to reality. These are based on a second insight that Fisher Black used to

derive his universal hedge ratio result, that risk preferences are revealed in the level of risky asset

holdings and expected equity returns (Black 1990a).

Repeating equations, (1) to (3), the proportion of the investor’s wealth held in risky assets, xiP ,

is observable and is equal to:

xiP = θ
iy1iP + (1− θ

i)y2iP (24)

where:
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y1iP = (m
i
P − β

i′miC)/s
i2 (25)

y2iP = (σ
i
Pπ − β

i′σiCπ)/s
i2 (26)

The first part is the excess return on the currency-hedged risky asset portfolio divided by its

return variance. The second is the extent to which the equity portfolio hedges the inflation risk of

the investor. I now make two assumptions that eliminate unobservable investor preferences from

the optimal currency holdings.

Assumption 3 : Equities do not hedge consumption risk: y2iP = 0.

Assumption 4 : The reward-to-risk ratio on every investor’s risky asset portfolio is equal to a

constant: y1iP = K.

With these assumptions, the proportion of her wealth that the investor holds in risky assets is

proportional to her risk tolerance, and therefore that proportion reveals the risk tolerance:

θi = xiP /K (27)

θW = xWP /K (28)

Using these substitutions (23) becomes:

xiC = (x
i
P /x

W
P )X/W − xiP [β

i
− βW ] + (1− xiP/K)b

i
Cπ − (x

i
P /x

W
P )b

W
Cπ + (x

i
P /K)b

V
Cπ (29)

I now make the final assumption that enables implementation of the equilibrium hedging strat-

egy. This is the assumption that the currency exposure of the world commodity deflator is the

same if it is weighted by wealth or by risky asset holdings:

Assumption 5 : World inflation has the same properties weighted by wealth or market value: bWCπ =

bVCπ

This final substitution gives the equilibrium currency portfolio as:

xiC = (x
i
P /x

W
P )X/W − xiP (β

i
− βW ) + (1− xiP /K)b

i
Cπ + ((x

i
P /K)− (x

i
P/x

W
P ))b

W
Cπ (30)

The final assumption is that there is no demand to hold foreign currencies in order to hedge

domestic inflation:

Assumption 6 : There is no demand to hold foreign currencies to hedge domestic inflation. Hence

biCπ = 0 for the investor domiciled in the numeraire country. This is motivated by the empirical

fact that domestic inflation is best hedged by holding domestic bills. With this (30) becomes:
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xiC = x
i
P [(1/x

W
P )X/W − (βi − βW ) + ((1/xWP )− (1/K))b

W
Cπ] (31)

All determinants of the optimal currency holdings can now be estimated.
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Table 1: Equity holdings of the typical US investor, and the world market portfolio

The table measures the proportion of the equity holdings of a typical US investor and of the

world market portfolio in various international markets. The data are from Ahearne, Griever, and

Warnock (2004). The scaled weights sum to one.

Country US Portfolio World Portfolio

Raw Scaled Raw Scaled

Australia 0.26% 0.27% 1.30% 1.50%

Belgium 0.05% 0.05% 0.60% 0.69%

Canada 0.59% 0.60% 2.40% 2.76%

Denmark 0.07% 0.07% 0.40% 0.46%

France 0.71% 0.73% 2.90% 3.34%

Germany 0.54% 0.55% 3.50% 4.03%

Ireland 0.12% 0.12% 0.20% 0.23%

Italy 0.35% 0.36% 1.50% 1.73%

Japan 1.14% 1.17% 9.40% 10.82%

Netherlands 0.89% 0.91% 2.00% 2.30%

Norway 0.08% 0.08% 0.30% 0.35%

SA 0.08% 0.08% 1.00% 1.15%

Spain 0.21% 0.22% 1.20% 1.38%

Sweden 0.32% 0.33% 1.20% 1.38%

Switzerland 0.52% 0.53% 2.50% 2.88%

UK 1.82% 1.87% 8.50% 9.78%

US 89.90% 92.14% 48.30% 55.58%

Total 97.57% 100.00% 86.90% 100.00%
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Table 2: Correlations between equity excess returns and inflation

The table shows the correlations between excess returns on the US and World portfolios from

Table 1 and inflation.

US pfolio World pfolio (US - World) pfolio US inflation World Inflation

US portfolio return 1.000 0.927 0.410 -0.073 -0.006

World portfolio return 0.927 1.000 0.037 -0.083 0.096

(US - World) portfolio return 0.410 0.037 1.000 0.008 -0.249

US inflation -0.073 -0.083 0.008 1.000 0.577

World Inflation -0.006 0.096 -0.249 0.577 1.000
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Table 3: Correlations of currency returns with equity returns and inflation

The table shows the correlation between excess returns on currencies and excess returns on the

equity portfolios from Table 1. It also shows the correlation between currency excess returns and

inflation.

Currency US portfolio World portfolio (US - World) portfolio US inflation World Inflation

Australia 0.283 0.413 -0.251 -0.081 0.306

Belgium 0.118 0.266 -0.333 -0.093 0.309

Canada 0.249 0.338 -0.159 -0.025 0.226

Denmark 0.214 0.342 -0.261 -0.126 0.105

France 0.178 0.283 -0.213 -0.242 -0.087

Germany -0.021 0.068 -0.219 -0.059 0.620

Ireland 0.191 0.329 -0.291 -0.094 0.361

Italy 0.178 0.304 -0.265 -0.272 -0.008

Japan 0.134 0.286 -0.338 0.045 0.249

Netherlands 0.140 0.286 -0.322 -0.205 0.141

Norway 0.198 0.320 -0.250 -0.079 0.312

SA 0.123 0.181 -0.111 -0.083 0.229

Spain 0.176 0.270 -0.186 -0.125 0.105

Sweden 0.229 0.332 -0.199 -0.042 0.274

Switzerland -0.022 0.105 -0.313 -0.009 0.395

UK 0.213 0.346 -0.272 -0.048 0.373

Average 0.161 0.279 -0.249 -0.096 0.244
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Table 4: Equity portfolio regression hedging demand

The Table shows the demand for currencies arising from hedging via the regression component

of demand. The first three columns are the regression coefficients of regressions of excess portfolio

returns on currency excess returns. * indicates 10% signficance; ** indicates 5% significance, ***1%

significance. The final two columns show the resulting currency demand arising from using the US

portfolio return ("Standard") and the home bias portfolio ("Equilibrium").

Regression coefficients Currency demand

US portfolio World portfolio (US - World) pfolio Standard Equilibrium

Australia 0.191 0.235 -0.044 -0.191 0.044

Belgium -0.001 0.045 -0.046 0.001 0.046

Canada 0.637 0.891 -0.254 -0.637 0.254

Denmark 0.161 0.256 -0.095 -0.161 0.095

France 0.092 0.127 -0.035 -0.092 0.035

Germany 0.009 0.027 -0.017** -0.009 0.017

Ireland -0.393 -0.601 0.208 0.393 -0.208

Italy 0.085 0.135 -0.050 -0.085 0.050

Japan 0.084 0.258** -0.174*** -0.084 0.174

Netherlands 0.045 0.110 -0.065 -0.045 0.065

Norway -0.118 -0.228 0.109 0.118 -0.109

SA -0.176 -0.280** 0.104* 0.176 -0.104

Spain 0.152 0.163 -0.011 -0.152 0.011

Sweden 0.523 0.365 0.157 -0.523 -0.157

Switzerland -0.712** -0.571** -0.141 0.712 0.141

UK 0.272 0.349 -0.077 -0.272 0.077

Total currency demand -0.848 0.433
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Table 5: Inflation hedging currency demand

The Table shows the currency demand arising from inflation hedging, estimated by running a

regression of inflation on currency returns. * indicates 10% signficance; ** indicates 5% significance,

***1% significance. The final two columns show the resulting currency demand arising from hedging

US inflation or World inflation ("Equilibrium").

Regression coefficients Inflation hedging currency demand

US inflation World inflation US inflation Equilibrium

Australia 0.018 0.038 0.018 -0.038

Belgium 0.041 0.067 0.041 -0.067

Canada 0.006 0.014 0.006 -0.014

Denmark 0.005 -0.056 0.005 0.056

France -0.037 -0.003 -0.037 0.003

Germany -0.006 0.052*** -0.006 -0.052

Ireland -0.036 0.000 -0.036 0.000

Italy -0.082** -0.081* -0.082 0.081

Japan -0.004 0.048 -0.004 -0.048

Netherlands -0.048 -0.264** -0.048 0.264

Norway 0.017 0.007 0.017 -0.007

SA -0.019 -0.027 -0.019 0.027

Spain -0.024 -0.042 -0.024 0.042

Sweden -0.053 0.114 -0.053 -0.114

Switzerland 0.081 0.311*** 0.081 -0.311

UK 0.114 0.150 0.114 -0.150

Total currency demand -0.027 -0.329
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Table 6: Total equilibrium currency demand for typical US investor

The Table shows the aggregate demand for currencies by a US investor selecting his currency

positions using the procedure in this paper. Regression hedging demand is the Equilibrium demand

from Table 4. Inflation hedging demand is from Table 5 scaled using a reward-to-variance ratio of

2.5.

Regression hedging Inflation hedging Total

Australia 0.044 -0.023 0.021

Belgium 0.046 -0.040 0.006

Canada 0.254 -0.008 0.246

Denmark 0.095 0.033 0.129

France 0.035 0.002 0.037

Germany 0.017 -0.031 -0.014

Ireland -0.208 0.000 -0.208

Italy 0.050 0.048 0.098

Japan 0.174 -0.029 0.145

The Netherlands 0.065 0.159 0.223

Norway -0.109 -0.004 -0.114

South Africa -0.104 0.016 -0.087

Spain 0.011 0.025 0.036

Sweden -0.157 -0.068 -0.225

Switzerland 0.141 -0.186 -0.045

United Kingdom 0.077 -0.090 -0.013

Total demand 0.433 -0.197 0.236
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Table 7: Volatility of returns to world equities, 1900-2005

The Table shows the volatility of real returns on different equity markets in local currency and

in US dollars.

Source: Dimson, Marsh and Staunton (2006). For Germany, the standard deviations and correlations

exclude 1922-23

Standard deviation of real

returns (% pa) 1900-2005

Local Real Dollar

Country currency ex-rate return

Australia 17.6 11.2 22.5

Belgium 22.1 13.0 25.7

Canada 16.8 6.2 18.6

Denmark 20.3 12.9 22.3

France 23.2 12.3 28.4

Germany* 32.5 13.0 83.4

Ireland 22.1 11.5 24.6

Italy 29.1 12.3 33.9

Japan 30.0 13.2 32.8

The Netherlands 21.3 12.7 24.4

Norway 27.0 10.9 29.0

South Africa 22.6 22.2 29.7

Spain 21.9 13.3 28.2

Sweden 22.6 12.6 24.8

Switzerland 19.7 13.9 20.9

United Kingdom 20.0 12.0 22.9

United States 20.2 0.0 20.2
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